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Xavier University News 
A Weekly Newspaper By Students From 'rhe Evanston, Downtown And Milford Campuses. 
VOLUME XXXVI CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1951 NO. 9 
UNDEFEATED MUSKIES MAKE HISTORY 
The unbeaten Muskies, front (I tor): Finnell, Hahn, Saban, Roeckers, Hayes, Judd, 
Mussio, Cariiici; middle: Dowd, Rankin, Robinson, Fennell, Jaworski, Heimkreiter, 
Gilmartin, DeGaro; rear: Byrne, Hogan, Motz, Hoft'man, Cravack, Erno, Huxel. 
More Musketeers, same order: Knoll, Milostan, Kuntz, Powers, .. P~ynter, Judy, 
Krigbaum, Ausdenmoore; middle: Franks, Davis, Skole, Domanico, Bleh, Schramm, 
Bacci; rear: Hauser, Russell, Gcarcling, Ginn, Fellcrhoif, Curl, Baelc. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
" Gallery Of Catholic Authors 
Elects Fr. Shiels To Ranks 
Tickets On Sale 
In Bookstore N oiu 
For Masque Play History Chairman Author 
Of· Two Historical Books 
Rev. W. Eugene Shiels, S. J., 
chairman of the department of 
history at Xavier, has been 
elected to the Gallery of Living 
Catholic Authors. The Gallery 
was organized in 1932 to promote 
interest in living Catholic wriit~rs. 
To qualify for it an author must 
have published at least two sig-
nificant works. The Gallery's 
headquarters are located in Web-
ster Groves, Mo. 
Fr. Shiels is the author of two 
historical works, History of 
Europe .and Gonzalo De Topia. A 
former associate editor of Ameri-
ca, he is now holding that post 
on Mid America and The Ameri-
Seniors To Pose 
For Annual Photos 
Seniors graduating in. February 
and June will have three weeks 
in which to pose for graduating 
pictures which will appear in 
the 1952 yearbook, Howard War-
ger, editor, reported. The period 
'for sittings will extend from Dec. 
26 to Jan. 16. 
All pictures will be taken in 
the photography studio on the 
fourth floor of the John Shillito 
Company, 7th and Race Streets 
in downtown Cincinnati. Seniors 
are obliged to bring a two-dollar 
sitting fee and are.., required to 
wear a tie and coat. The photog-
raphy studio will be open until 
8: 30 p.m. on Monday evenings, 
Warger said. 
'Othello' Review 
Subject Of Essay 
The Masque Society will spon-
sor an essay contest in connection 
with its Dec. 7, 8 and 9 produc-
tion of Shakespeare's "Othello," 
it was announced last week. The 
essay should be a review of the 
Masquers' presentation of the 
drama and not a criticism of the 
work itself, Ed Brandabur, who 
is in charge of the contest, re-
ported. No maximum or minmum 
length has been assigned, and the 
contest is open to all students. 
The deadline for entries is Jan. 
5, and they should be turned in 
to Ed Brandabur in Barracks 8. A 
prize of $5 will go to the winner. 
cas, both historical publications. 
A native of Cincinnati, Fr. 
Shiels entered the Society of Je-
sus in 1916. He has been chair-
man of the X a v i e r history 
department since 1946, and is a 
specialist in Spanish - American 
relations. He holds his doctorate 
from the Univer13ity of Cali.:· 
fornia. 
X-UC Spiritual Statistics 
Immediately prior to . the all 
important Cincinnati f o o t b a 11 
game, the football team received 
a Spiritual Bouquet telegram from 
the student body. It included: 
Masses ........................................ 642 
Rosaries ................ .......... ............ 534 
Communions ............................ 740 
Visits .......................................... 1253 
Angeluses .................................. 987 
Ejaculations ............................ 9869 
Tickets for "Othello," which is 
to be presented in South Hall 
Auditorium Dec. 7, 8 and 9, may 
be obtained in the bookstore, 
Jim Ausdenmoore, business man-
ager of the Masque Society, an-
nounced this week. The price is 
$1.20 or a student passbook ticket. 
Passbooks must be presented 
at the bookstore before Dec. 7 
in exchange for a ticket. Compan-
ion tickets may be purchased for 
55 cents each upon presentation 
of a passbook. 
Curtain time is 8:30 p.m. for all 
the performances, and students 
are urged to obtaip. tickets as 
soon as possible because of the 
limited seating capacity of South 
Hall. 
The play stars Jim Glenn in 
the title role, and Paul Palmisano 
plays the part of the villainous 
Iago. 
Red-Haired ]iffi Glenn To Add 
Color To 'Othello' Portrayal 
By Gerry Lavery 
Perhaps the first red-headed "Othello" to be seen in the 
title role of Shakespeare's play of the same name will be 
seen by South Hall audiences on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, 
Dec. 7, 8 and 9. James Glenn, A. B. senior and familiar red-
haired personality around campus, is no novice in speech 
activities even though his perform-
ance this year marks his debut 
with the Masque Society. 
Winner of the Washington Ora-
torical Contest in his fres.hman 
year at Xavier, Jim has done 
dramatic work with 'other stage 
groups and starred in debating 
and oratory at St. Xavier High 
School before his graduation in 
1948. His father, James P. Glenn, 
has been an English and speech 
instructor at the Cincinnati Jes-
uit high school for 26 years. The 
family resides in Florence, Ky. 
In his junior year here at XU, 
Jim, an English major, held the 
post of editor of the Musketeer 
and is at present the Senior Ad-
viser on its staff. He is also a 
writer for the Athenaeum and a 
member of the National Jesuit 
Honor Society, Alpha Signa Nu. 
Among his favorite hobbies are 
sketching and hunting. With only 
, six months remaining until his 
graduation from Xavier, Jim ls 
lames Glenn · 
looking forward to a career as an 
announcer in the radio-television 
fteld. 
32-6 Toledo Win Ends Season; 
Fans See Three Records Set 
\ 
By Larry Berger 
The Xavier Musketeers completed the first undefeated 
football season in the University's history with a 32-6 Thanks-
giving Day victory over the Toledo Rockets at Xavier Stadium. 
A 7-7 tie with the Camp Lejeune Marines is the only blot on 
the Muskies' otherwise spotless record which includes decis-
ions over Quantico, St. Bonaven-
ture, Miami, Youngstown, Louis-
vill_e, Dayton, John Carroll, Cin-
cinnati and Toledo. li'ive days 
earlier the Musketeers had made 
the unbeaten season possible with 
an amazing 26-0 shutout of the 
University of Cincinnati Bearcats 
in what may be remembered as 
the brightest hour in Xavier 
athletics. The underdog Muskies' 
win gained for X the inythical 
championship of Ohio, won back 
the City crnwn and snapped the 
Bearcats' nine game winning 
streak. Xavier has now taken 
three of the eight encounters 
played with UC, including the 
last three out of four. 
Xavier 32, Toledo G 
Three records were set during 
the Toledo game. Halfback Bob 
Finnell raised his own record to 
114 points scored, breaking the 
old record of 108 points set by 
himself in the UC game. Finnell 
also picked up 102 yards from 
scrimmage making a total of 1,021, 
setting another record. Quarter-
back George Gilmartin completed 
11 cut of 22 passes for 170 yards 
making a total of 1,020 for the 
season, another record. Jim Poyn-
ter made good on four out of 
four conversion attempts to make 
a total of 31 for the seanon to 
break the record of 27 set last 
year by Gerald Keefe. 
The contest marked the fourth 
time that the Xavier defensive 
team held an opponent to a minus 
yards gained by rushing as it held 
the Rockets to 21 yards gained. 
Xavier had a safety on the 
fourth play of the game. Harry 
Lanzi, Toledo kicker, was back 
to punt, but the pass from center 
went over his head and into the 
end zone. Lanzi went back, but 
before he could br~ng the ball 
out, Tackle Denny Davis nailed 
him for the two points. 
The next time the Muskies had 
their hands on the ball, they drove 
44 yards to score. A 26 yard pass 
from Gilmartin to end Jack Hoff-
man set up .the T.D., Finnell 
scored two play later. Poynter 
converted and Xavier led at the 
end of the first quarter by the 
score· of 9-0. 
. The Musketeers burst the game 
wide open in the second quarter 
as they scored 23 points. The first 
touchdown in this quarter came 
on a 60-yard drive highlighted by 
runs of 14 and 17 yards by Fin-
nell. End Jack Dowd climaxed 
the drive on a deceptive end-
around play. Poynter again con-
verted. Three minutes later Full-
back John Saban cracked into 
the end zone for the third touch-
down of the quarter, and Poyn-
ter converted for. the fourth 
straight time. Late in the quarter 
Lanzi was again back to kick for 
Toledo,. and again the pass from 
center went over his head into 
the end zone. This time he was 
downed by Hoffman for the sec-
oqfl safety of the game. 
The half ended with Xavier 
ahead 32-0, and this ended the 
Musketeer scoring, as the re-
set·ves played most of the second 
half. The Rockets made theil' Ione 
touchdown early in the third 
period on a 59 yard pass from 
Quarterback Steve Piskach to 
Halfback Gerry Palmer. 
Xavier 26, Cincinnati O 
The favored Bearcats started 
off as if they were going to turn 
the game into a rout. Three times 
the black-clad warriors of Sid 
Gillman drove inside the Xavier 
20, but each time the Muskies de-
(Continued on Page 4) 
Clef Club To Debut 
At Gibson Dec. 10 
The Xavier Clef Club will 
make its first appearnnce of the 
year Dec. 10 when the members 
will sing a special program for 
the Monday Noon Lecture Club, 
a Cincinnati women's organiza-
tion. The concert will take place 
in the Sheraton-Gibson Ballroom. 
Christmas songs will be featured. 
Mr. Franklin Bens is director 
of the Clef Club, and Ed Hess is 
its president. 
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A Case Of Immaturity 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
The warning issued last week by the Ameri-can Bishops that each individual must live 
in accordance with God's single standard of 
morality is especially significant for youth. 
Following on the heels of the Time-Life maga-
zine survey which found that the younger 
generation today has no moral standard, the 
statement might be taken as a reminder that 
criteria for right living have never been lack-
ing to Catholic youth of any generation. 
Perhaps the reason the magazine study 
failed to make an exception in the case of 
Catholic youth is that we are not dynamic 
about our Faith-enough of us do not live our 
everyday lives befitting young men who, pri~­
cipled in God's law through years at home, m 
grade school, high school, and finally at Xav-
ier, have convinced themselves that all pur-
suits are vain pursuits unless in pursuit of 
God. Doubtless all of us would be quick to 
assert that we are aware of our final destiny, 
but the average observer would have no little 
difficulty in seeing our beliefs reflected in our 
actions. 
Even here in a Catholic college, where 
every opportunity is available for us to Jive 
dynamic Catholic lives and, at the same time, 
to bring others closer to God by our example; 
we must admit that our behavior very often 
falls short of what we claim to believe as 
Catholics. For instance, too many Xavier 
"men" show a startling emotional immaturity 
in their attitude toward religion. They have 
failed to outgrow the rebel-adolescent view-
point on moral law, and seem to ·think their 
Catholicism can be put in a little box during' 
most of the week and most of their lives, well 
out of view of their fellow-students (lest they 
be dubbed "sissies"), and then recalled temp-
orarily on Sunday or other rare and conveni-
ent occasions. 
The Bishops statement in answering this 
emphasizes that the sum total of individuals 
neglecting morality poses the real threat to 
the Unit~d States today- moral corruption 
from within. Speaking of God's "single sta~d­
ard of morality" the U.S. hierarchy says, "It 
applies to every conceivable situation in life-
in the home, in business, jn the school, or in 
the field of entertainment. By its very nature 
it precludes that double standard which not 
only tempts man to live his life on two levels, 
but beguiles him 'into thinking that this can 
be done without any compromise of moral 
principles. This two-faced way of living ex-
plains the ~candalous anomaly, evident at 
times in our national life, of paying lip service 
to God while failing completely to honor His 
claims in daily life." 
Catholic youth receives religio,µs counsel 
such as this often, but the advice is not as often 
heeded. Practical applications for the Xavier 
student are innumerable: a short visit through 
the doors of Bellarmine chapel instead of an 
idle stride past might be an invaluable example 
for someone else as well as .much-needed 
spiritual fortification for ourselves. Controlling 
profanity and vulgarity would give our com-
panions as well as ourselves a break in fight-
ing the world, the flesh and the devil. A casual 
comment in public rather than a silent re-
minder that one intends to receive Communion 
on First Saturday or Friday or Sunday can 
be all the persuasion a friend needs to begin 
the habit himself. . 
In brief, a frank effort to practice openly 
the Catholic truths we inwardly believe and 
to spread the practice •by our good example 
towards others would help make the task of 
living and dying close to God easier for all of 
us. It also might make magazine editors sit 
up and take notice the next time. they attempt 
an analysis of the younger generation. 
Hats Off 
The Musketeer football team which hung up its collective uniform for the last sched-
uled time Thanksgiving afternoon had much 
reason for thanksgiving. Under the aegis of 
Our Lady of Victory, whose aid and protec-
tion they had always sought before taking 
the field, they brought to Xavier the first 
undefeated season in the school's history. The 
ever-earnest sports scribes of the local papers 
in no uncertain terms penned what anyone 
connected with Xavier has no doubt about-
that the Musketeers of 1951 are the greatest 
squad that ever donned the blue and white. 
Supplementing the emotional upsurge of 
justifiable pride which followed the closing gun 
of the big year should ·be the intellectual reali-
zation on the part of all concerned that here 
. is a team which, without pretense to being 
what it wasn't, went quietly about its business 
of licking each opponent as it came up. And 
this not out of fear of alumni pressure or the 
howling of wolves, which in some schoo]s 
follows the loss of a football game as surely as 
the day follows the :Qight. Rather they went 
about their winning ways for themselves, their 
rooters and their school. 
The News, therefore, doffs its editorial hat 
to the Musketeer team and coaches of 1951, a 
combination which by its performance showed 
that it had what it takes. · 
Between 
The Lines 
the Catholic Christmas cards are 
not worth sending, the religious 
significance excluded from con-
sideration. And I agree with you, 
on the whole. We have money to 
spend, so the manufacturers rush 
to sell us cards. We are shown 
cards which, true enough, might 
depict the birth of Christ. But 
how? With all the principals in 
this great drama of Christianity 
painted in garish and violent 
shades of color. With these fig-
ures crowded onto the card to 
satisfy a quantitive requirment · 
for better sales. With paper that 
you wouldn't use for a note to 
your worst enemy. Maybe the 
manufacturers think we're rather 
stupid, or maybe they think that 
there isn't enough of a market 
for this type of card. I don't 
know. 
By Jim Ryan 
By now the last vesUge of the Thanksgiving turkey has 
made its appearance on the table in the form of hash, soup, or 
what have you. And the general trend has swung towards 
the next holiday, namely Christmas. The department stores 
have installed Santa in all his glory to lure children with their 
parents into the toy departments. 
Display windows feature sugges-
tions for yule gifts. The disk 
jockys are riding White Christ-
mas with whip and spur. And so 
I guess it isn't too early to talk 
about Christmas cards. 
Certainly one of the most en-
joyable things about our Christ-
celebration is the sending and 
receiving of those messages of 
good cheer. You know from your 
own experience just what the ar-
rival of a Christmas card can 
mean. You appreciate the wishes 
which it contains. But did you ever 
stop and think what these wishes 
are? That you'll be filled with the 
happy feelings normally associ-
ated with the latter part of De-
cember and that the next twelve 
months will be happy and suc-
cessful for you. Fine. All well 
and good. But do they express the 
entire story? 
Christmas is the feast estab·· 
lished by the Church to com-
memorate the birth of Christ, the 
beginning of man's redemption. 
It is not a day dreamed up by a 
smal't salesman to promote the 
sale of perfume, candy, leather 
goods, ornaments, bonded Scotch 
whiskey, wrapping paper and 
greeting cards. Yet such second-
ary items as these seem to have 
captured our American celebra-
tion of this feast. 
Christ - Less Christmas 
Getting back to the Christmas 
cards, we are deluged each yea1· 
wHh reams of cards showing piles 
of gifts, cigarette smoke spelling 
out "Merry Christmas," yule logs, 
sleighs, bells, books, candles and 
almost anything else that could 
conceivably be drawn. 
But none of this color.ful mess 
has anything to do with Christ. 
Perhaps it is an indication of 
man's age old selfishness. He 
wants the feast for himself and no 
one else. Man wishes man a pro-
fitable visit from Santa and n 
good stiff glass of eggnog. The 
worst "Christmas card" I ever 
saw was one which had two dev-
ils on the front. One said to the 
other, "Hope you have a hell of 
iJ good Christmas." 
Now perhaps you claim that 
Pragmatic Principles 
And I'm sorry to say that some 
of ou1· Catholic institutions are 
guilty of this artistic abandon-
ment of principle to turn a buck. 
True, the money is for worthy 
purposes. But certainly one could 
expect from them some respect 
for what Christmas means, even 
though a margin of profit has to 
be maintained. Instead of manger 
scenes with literally grotestque 
figures, we could be shown simple 
designs which treat the Nativity 
with the <true dignity it calls for. 
A great amount of work re-
mains to be done along these 
lines. Letters, petitions, and so 
forth can be sent. But the best 
results can be obtained by you 
with only a minimum of trouble. 
When you buy your Christmas 
cards, my friend, buy Catholic 
ones,-and buy cards that are in 
keeping with th e dignity of 
Christmas. Manufacturers w i 11 
soon take the hint. 
Beyond 
The X- Horizon 
By Jim Gilligan 
In the past several weeks, school publications of colleges 
from all parts of the nation have been -urging students to 
donate their blood in the cause of national defense. Varied 
reasons and motives have been pointed out for giving life-
saving plasma when the Bloodnlobile visits the particular 
school. Many of these appeals 
have been very well worded and 
convincing. Purdue, for example, 
pointed out that the rate of 
deaths among the wounded has 
been cut from 4 per 100 in World 
War 11 to 2.6 per 100 in Korea, 
partly because of the use of more 
blood. 
Yet it seems a little strange 
that when this appeal has been 
sent out from schools both big 
and little, only one university saw 
fit to point out the deep spiritual 
significance of the donating of 
blood. That university was Xav-
ier..::...in the person of Fr. O'Con· 
ner. 
A newspaper loves to "scoop" 
its rivals, and although no one 
realized it at the time, we seemed 
to have "scooped" a point that 
every college paper in the country 
missed when The News printed 
Fr. O'Conner's message which 
read in part: "Christ shed His 
Blood for you that you might 
have life and life everlasting. In 
this act you can repay in some 
way what Christ has already done 
for you, for whatever you do to 
one of these, the least of His 
brethren, you do also to. Him." 
• • • 
A popular topic for adult jour-
nalists who run out of something 
else to gripe about is-"What's 
wrong with today's Youth?" 
Yoµ've no doubt read dozens of 
articles to that effect, but you 
rarely see an honest Christian 
answer such as was recently 
printed in the Manhattan Quad-
rangle. 
"The young people of today 
face problems, to be sure. But 
(Continued on Page 6) 
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'Postman ·Poet' XU Graduate Poems By Spaetli, RL Courses To Be Designated 
P bli h F• '·p VI 'Geisler Selected A Th I - I S d T u s es 1rst oetry o ume By NP A Anthology s eo ogy . ~ econ . erm 
By Joe Sanker Two Xavier students Harry Change Good Psychology -
Th fi t d·t· f th t' I k "H' t L'ttl N"ght . ' I , y· to have all arrangements com-e r~ e 1 ion o . e poe ica wor , is i. e_ 1 Spaeth and Hans Geisler, have Fro1n Fres 1men s 1ew leted b the 
0 
enin of the Sept. 
Winds", written by Lams J. Sanker, and released ~n August e.ach.had ~poem sele~ted for pub- By Harry Spaeth . i952 ter~1• P g of this year, climaxes the colorful career of a Xavier gradu- hcati~n . m, the National Poetry All religion courses ai·e ·to be 
ate and a ·well-known Cincinnati poet. Because his poetry ~s~c:~tion; !951~2 ~~thology designated as theology commenc-
was influenced by his everyday experiences along his mail ~ sat~r:~~ m~~;;~ itei~~·es:i:~:~; ing with the second semestel', 
route Mr. Sanker has come to . t'tl d "P t S b- l' t " Rev. Edward M. Lovely, S. J., 
, • " was en. 1 e oe u re? ~s ' chairman of the department of 
Dr. McCoy To Head 
Peace Association be known locally as the Postman and Ge1sler's based on a rebg10us 
1
. . d th' , 
p t" h .' 1 d "T M 8 . ,, re 1g1on announce is wee;c, Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, direc-oe · . . . . t eme, wasbt e . 0 Y l:'rm.g,_ "The courses will be the same as tor of Xavier's graduate division, 
Born and reared m Cincinnati, The anthology is a natiowide they are now " he said "and has been elected president of the 
Mr. Sanker attended St. Xav~_er compilation of poetry written by eight credit h~urs will ;till be Catholic Association for Inter-Hi~h s.chool and ~ater ~avier col!ege ~t.udents fro~ colleges and required for graduation. The only national Peace. Dr. McCoy was 
University, graduating with a universities throughout the coun- difference is that the name of the selected to head the 25-year old 
Bachelor of Arts degree in 1914. try. The selections were made RL courses will be. changed to organization at its annual con-Duri~g his college days a ~umber from .among thousands of poems theology and will be abbreviated vention in New York Nov. 10 and 
of his poems appeared m the submitted. as Th " 
Xavier Athenaeum. ~oth Spaeth, a senior, and Thi~ change was adopted at the 11H:e also addressed the conven-
A postman since 1926, he is I Geisler, a freshman, are membei:s Oct. 30 meeting of the Xavier tion, observing in connection with 
one of thirteen children, father of the H?nors . Course. Sp~eth is academic council upon the rec- UNESCO that "the world's ideo-
of nine,· and grandfather of six. the rewrite editor and Geisler a ommendation of Fr. Lovely, and logical war cannot be won merely 
His observation of children and ~taff member of the ~ews. Spaeth is a part of the--nation wide plat- by conferring all manner of 
family life are readUy seen in is ~lso a feature w~iter for the form adopted by the College Re- material and cultural benefits on 
many of his poems. S~ie~d, the Catholic . Students ligion Institute of the Jesuit peoples enticed by the Commu-
Since his graduation from ·Xav- Mission Cr1;1sade ~ag?zme. . . Educational Association at their nists. How can one present the 
ier Mr. Sanker has seen his ·- The Prize wmnmg entries summer convention. This resolu- concept of human rights as a 
works published in ,..American follow: tion has already been adopted by basis of international understand-
Mercury, Spirit, Ladies Home POET SUB-REALIST many of the Jesuit schools. ing without basing that concept 
Journal, Good Housekeeping, Ex- Louis J. Sanker An abundance of putrefaction "The change," Fr. Lovely con- on the natural-law philosophy, 
tension, America and other pub- Pediculous; tinued, "would be good psychology which alone makes that concept 
lications. pected phrase that keeps one By myxomycetous masses in regard to the incoming fresh- intelligible and meaningful"? 
Bishop Fulton J: Sheen in a breathless." Vertiginous; men, inasmuch as they evince Last year Dr. McCoy was vice 
letter to Mr. Sanker admires "the The door to successful writing A mess complete relatively little interest in sitting president of the association and· 
absence of the trite, and spirit- was not easily opened to Mr. With aberration replete. through courses much the same headed its subcommittee on school 
uality of the inspiration", while Sanker, the first San!ter poem be- An ululant iconoclast as they had in high school. This and college education. 
Sister Mary Joseph, foundress ?f ing publishe~ in 1937 by ~he Sat- Obtundent; waJ:' the courses ~ill at least have 
the Gallery of Living C~thobc urday Evening Post. His book With chronic aphorisms a different name. Grads To Meet Dec. 3 
Authors writes "I love the va- Hist Little Night Winds was pub- So redundant; The second re}lson advanced 
riety of 'your ve~se and the unex- lished by the Exposition Pfess. The adamant preciosity was that none of the definitions 
Of lofty pusillanimity. of religion given in Webster's Campus Committee Dictionary apply to the word as it 
· ' TO MY SPRING is used in the religion depa11tment. To Cb.arter Bus Though. cold and snow outside whereas the definitions of the-
Mon. Dec. 3 may rage, ology apply very aptly. 
Masque Society- South Hit.11, The Campus Committee wm And sleet and hail attempt to Fr. Lovely has also announced 
·7:30 p.m. charter a bus for the dance at gain that plans are being made to of-
Student Council-Rm. 10, 1:30 Mount St. Joseph Friday night, An entrance into my domain, fer upper division courses in the-
Peek Of Week 
A group meeting of all JanU·· 
ary graduates will be held in 
Room 47 on Monday, Dec. 3, at 
1: 30 p.m., Frank L. Luken, place-
ment officer an-nounced. The pur-
pose of the meeting is to acquaint 
these seniors, regardless of their 
academic majors, with job op-
portunities and the procedure of 
p.m. Nov. 30. The price for the round Stilt spring within my heart will ology toward a minor. He hopes 
Job Information Institute-Rm. trip is 50 cents. The bus wiIJ. never age, ----------------------------:.:--
47, 1:30 _p.m. leave from the various dorms For you are there, God's gift, e 
the Placement Office. 
Tues. Dec. 4 about 7: 00 p.m., and ·tickets can my gain. 
Clef Club - Fine Arts Room, be obtained from committee rep- --------
7:30 p.m. resentatives at the bus Friday Final Speaker Heard 
Masque Society - South Hall, night. Mr. H. Jovett Elmore, auditor 
7:30 p.m. · The regular bi-weekly movie of the Cincinnati Milling Machine 
Wed. Dec. 5 will be held in South Hall Sun- Company, was the principal 
Masque Society - South Hall, day night at 7: 30 p.m. Besides the speaker at the final forum meet-
7:30 p.m. regular feature, movies of the UC ing Nov. ~7 of the Cincinnati 
Sodallty-Rm. 108, 7 p.m. game will be shown. Admission Chapter of the Nation! Associa-
Thurs. Dec. 6 is free to dorm students. tion of Cost Accountants, Mr. 
Clef Club - Fine Arts Room, George Selzer, chairman of tne 
1:30 p.m. The Xavier Alumni Newslet- accounting de p art men t, an-
Masque Society - South Hall, ter is published ten times a year. nounced. 
1:30 p.m. 
Psychology Club-Rm. 45, 7:30 
p.m. ..... 
Poland Phllopedian Society -
Rm. 46, 7 :30 p.m. 
,Fri. Dec. 1 
Othello-South Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
Sat. Dec. I 
othello-South Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
Sun. Dee. 9 
othello-South Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
Dance At Mount Friday 
The student council of Mt. St. 
Joseph College will present a 
"Frosty Frolic" Friday night, Nov. 
30. Entertainment will highlight 1 
the evening and refreshments will · 
be served. Xavier students are 
cordially invited to attend. 
RENT A TYPEWRITER 
Student rate, 3 montu SlO 
Complete touch typing book free 
with each rental. 
All .u .. lfJDW POaTABLB• •o~aJ. 
tJaderwood, Coroaa, Benila .. o• aad , .. 
Madltloned 9TANDUD -bl•ee for 
..... 
PETER PAUL SERVICE 
IOI Main Street PA IHI 
f"Mahley.& tarew 
DO ••• 
All your studying at Xavier 
DO ••• 
All your ahoppinc;r at Mabley's 
DO ••• 
Note our new store hours 
Monday and Thursday 
12 noon to 8:30 p.m. 
Beat of Week 
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
.Mahley & Carew 4' 
• 
C:oldesl Nlghls 
. 
41 • 
aeedn~I be a burden ••• 
. .••• if you'll let the magic, weightless 
warmth of an Electric Blanket take ouer 
the job! All you do is <!12!. the warmth 
you want for cozy sleeping in all kinds 
of weather ... and then wake up relaxed, 
refreshed from a good night's sleep! 
Your favorite appliance dealer 
or department store will be glad 
lo lake 1our order for an Electric 
Blanket. 
THI CINCINN.A.n GAi a ILICTllC COMPANY 
...... 
.• 
0 • 
Too Important ~o Forget-
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every student's diet. 
J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO. 
2519 Vine Street AV. 3116 
• 
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FRANKL y SPEAKING Car~nci, Fi~nell, Bacci, Mussio ~a1ned To Finnell Flashes Against Toledo 
• Honored Places For Gridders 
• Xavier Gets Black Eye 
• Smith Is Real Leader 
By Frank Sommerkamp 
Xavier Leg1on Of Honor At Grid Banquet 
Musketeers Elect Milostan, Skole Co-Captains graduate of St. Xavier High 
For 1952; 33 Gridders Receive Varsity Awards School in Cincinnati. 
Four Xavier seniors have been elected to the Musketeer The Legion awards were made 
Lea-ion of Honor, the highest honor a Xavier football player by Joseph Kelly, Legion member 
0
• who played on the 1926 team 
can ·merit. Those receiving the award are: Captain Tito which is celebrating its Silver 
Carinci of Steubenville, Ohio; Tickle John Bacci of Chicago; Anniversary. 
Halfback Bob Finnell of Dayton, Ky., and Halfback Tom Milostan, one of the greatest 
}.iussio of Cincinnati. The an- athletes in the history of Weber 
--------------------------- nouncement of the Legion awards product of Steubenville Central High in the Windy City, has been 
NUMEROUS THINGS have happened since the last publication was made at the annual football Catholic High. a regular offensive end for two 
of the News. The football team not. only achieved ·great heights in banquet last Wednesday evening Bacci, a regular tackle for three seasons. He caught 22 passes for 
defeating Cincinnati, but garnered even higher laurels for giving at the Hotel Sheraton-Gibson. seasons, is the Cadet Colonel of 405 yards and three touchdowns 
.Xavier its first undefeated football season in history. . Co-captains Milostan, Skole the Xavier Reserve Officer Train- this season. Frank was captain of 
Furthermore, an even greater honor was bestowed upon Captam The names of next year's ing Corps. An honor student the Musketeer tennis squad last 
Tito Carinci, Bob Finnell, Tom Mussio and John Bacci. These men Musketeer co-captains were also majoring in history, Bacci is a spring. He is an honor student 
cert:'inly deserve the Ph\CCS reserved for them in the coveted Xavier made public. They are End Frank graduate of St. George High majoring in accounting. 
Legion of Honor. Milostan of Chicago and Guard School in Chicago. 33 Get Letters 
It's going to be hard to imitate the record established by this John Skole of Joliet, Ill. Finnell, the highest scorer in Skole won a Jetter as a defen-
year's football club. Nevertheless, the brace of Muskies elected for This is the second team in .the Xavier history, has been a re~- sive guard in his sophomore sea-
next year's co-captain positions will try diligently to carry on this 51 year old history of the Legion lar halfback since his sopho- son. This season he played mostly 
high gridiron standard at Xavier. In Co-captains John Skole and of Honor to place four men. The more year. His 1 9 touch - on defense as a tackle but drew 
Frank Milostan, Xavier has two of the best in the business. 1927 squad also elected four. downs and subsequent 114 points starting offensive assignments as 
' To all these men and their eoaches we extend our sincere eon- Members of the Legion, which are records at Xav~er. Bob al~o guard. He won three awards at 
patulatioDS. Each and everyone deserves his honor. now numbers 51, are selected on holds the t~p rush~g mark m Joliet Catholic High and cap-
• o o o o the basis of football achievement, Musketeer history with the 1,021 tained the prep eleven. John is 
··~:~,,..: ·.·:---~;·: 
Halfback Bob Finnell races for 15 yards against Toledo in a Thanksgiving Day game that ended 
Xavier's first undefeated season. X won, 32·6. .:....Photo btl Bemmg 
THE DELIGHTFUL · t UC • alre d t · ks Id courage, character and loyalty to yards he picked up this fall. He majoring in physical education. 
v1c ory over 15 a Y wo wee 0 • h U · · All f f 'h" was graduated from Dayton Ky H d c h Ed Kl ka but Xavier followers are still celebrating. Therefore we will ignore t e ruversity. our o " JS • • • • • ea oac us pre-
tbe laws that bind· "news" and offer a few tardy co~ents. year's winners are three-year High School. He is a Marme sented athletic awards to 33 X Goes Unbeaten quarter ended with X in front, end zone. Poynter's conversion 6-0. try was blocked. 
_ letterwinners and have played Corps veteran of World War II. members of the undefeated 1951 
As for the came itseU, it was one of the cleanest contests we vital roles in Xavier's gridiron Father, Son Play For X Xavier football team at the pig-
have ever covend. The sportsmanship of the players of both teaJDs sucesses in 1949 1950 and 1951. Mussio, >the son of Tom Mussio skin banquet. 
eellplll!d. that of the crowd and of a few brainless students from ' 
both eampuses Carinci Is Greatest who played on the 1925 Xavier Those receiving the awards are: 
• . . .Carinci, called by many the eleven has played offensive and sen; ... , 
Typical of the fine SJ?"rtsmanship on the field was ~e splendid greatest football player in. Xavier defenslve halfback for three I f:J:.'·A;~3e~~~~~: ~=!R1•· o. 
gesture b~ ?C Co-captain. Ralph Staub. It was a Rossi to St~ub history, was captain of the 1951 years. He is enrolled in the se- ~~l::: ~.:'r~'.· ~::f,,~g~n:lll. 
pass. Xavier s Jack Hahn mtercepted the pass, and on ~e ens~g team. An outstanding linebacker, lect Honors Bachelor of Arts Frank Domanico. s~ubenvme. o. 
run ~~ ~ckle Hahn was ·hurt. The first man ~o begm ~bbmg Tito received All-American nom- Course at Xavier, maionng in I g~'i,k /=Jr,1• n':;t.,':tiw;.· n.c. 
Haluls lllJured left leg wa:s Staub. If every~ne mterested m t~e ination in 1949 and All-Ohio first Latin and philosophy. He is an- ~~g~a~..i;;:,i·~~~~; :fl" 
?IDe would only follow suit, the UC-XU series would never be m string honors in 1950• He is a other honor student. Tom is a Jack Hahn, Somerset. Ky. 
The Muskies' offense, which did With two minutes remaining 
fensive team held firm. The last not have an opportunity to do Rossi uncorked a 58 yard aerial 
tinle was the payoff. With a fourth much thus far, now began to to Gordon on the Xavier seven. 
and goal situation on the-Xavier move. Taking over on their own However, in their hurry to beat 
four yard line, UC Quarterback 43, the Musketeers scored in the clock, the 'Cats fumbled, and 
Gene Rossi passed into .the right eleven plays. Bob Finnell's run- the half ended with the Muskies 
flat toward End Ralph Staub. One ning and passes to Milostan and in possession. 
play earlier Staub had just missed Dowd put the ball on the UC six The third quarter was played be-
c_atching a similar ~oss.on the g~al from where Tom Musio went over tween the thirty yard lines, with 
lme. However,. this time Xavier untouched. Poynter converted, both defensive units in COJIUiland. 
defender Jackie Hahn grabbed and X Ii;.d, 13-0. Later in the same In the final period the Musketeers 
the ball on the two and scampered period Johnny Saban intercepted scored again after a desperate 
98 yards for a touchdown. The another Rossi aerial which had Bearcat attempt to pick up a first 
(Continued from Page 1) 
eo-.. ~.... lack Hoffman, Cincinnatl l l""&u...Y• Tom Mussio. Cincinnati 
However, certain childish collegians who take _pleasure in be- XU c D T h sm Rankin, Springfield. Ohio Ken Robinson. Cincinnati 
smearing someone else's property fail to see the real naturalness agers rop oug Bernie Roeel<ers, Cincinnati 
behind this series. They should remember that the individuals go . ~~~ •• ~ban, LaGrange. Jll. 
scot free, but the black eye is sulfered by the university. Although O T E 1 85 54 r::k ~~~d~~~~~. o. the Xavier students got the front page publicity, it must be pointed pener 0 as ern • · Roland Erno, Toledo. O. 
out that some non-Xavier students were apprehended on the Vic- ' ~~~kHfl~~~h!}~.;y~ig~innati 
tory Parkway campus on the Thursday night before the game. Inexperience Tells On ~".';.~ MJl!~~':,~·cl:'l~~:,· i?.: 
• However, before being caught, the invaders left one red notice on was second to high scorer, Jim Bill Schramm. Cincinnati 
hr bl k M ki A H d K John Skole. Joliet. m. one sidewalk and several scurrilous p ases on an Armory ac - us es t azar , Y• Baechtold of Eastern who garn- sophomore.: 
Wulk's Cagers 
To Open Home 
Card Saturday 
board. It certainly does take all kinds of people to make a world. Xavier's inexperienced basket- ered 25 for the evening. ~"!~ ~i!t..PeJ:!;'po!l'.· Ky. 
Im't it a shame ? ? ? ball squad opened its season last Contributing to the Xavier ~!f f.~::.~~il!~~~~gc~ti lo~~:~! t~:'~9~:~2 g:!it!!~i:f ~~! 0 
• • 
0 0 Monday by droppm" g an 85-54 de- downfall was their in,ability at the Bob Judd. Peoria, Jll. b J •- d b d 're £ tball Leo Knoll Newport Ky Musketeer basket all team when WHO EVER said " ust be b.,. and DID , an yon a oo cision to the· veteran Eastern charity line. The X men made Jim Poynt~r. Cincm{,au · Ned Wulk sends his cagers 
player!" Keprdless of who it was, those days are gone forever. Kentucky quintet in a charity only 10 of 27 attempts. ~·,:!;a~;~is. Steubenville, o. against Franklin C o 11 e g e of\ In~ ca;1"~~ iu= o:ensi;e :a; ';:. f~~ '!::tra~ game before 2,000 fans in the The score by quarters: '.:!~·~~~nan. Fort wayn!, Ind. Franklin, Ind. in the fieldhouse 
T, r ' ••"":" ' P ' an e : e e e linee and newly dedicated Memorial Gym- XAVIER ' 12 27 39 54 John Schengber, Cincinnati next Saturday night at 8:30 p.m. 
employed the I,~ the Unellae~ perpendicular to the . . nasium in Hazard, Ky. EASTERN 18 37 62 Si 1::s:":.:::~~~g ':::::"::. awards are: Wulk made his debut as head 
fonr other types with many formatiom ~tf each type _and vanatlons Coach Paul McBrayer's lanky (high school in parenthesis> . basketball coach last Monday 
•tf eaeh formation. The plays, formations and vanations totaled and experienced team was pressed C h, T ~~'::: :,:;;,, ';,11,!~!g:,,n:CY!s~Pu<;.';~~ge> night when the Musketeers lost 
well over Jll in number.- 0 • • • * hard by the fighting Musketeers oac eam ~.:l\e~1'g~;,,!,Y~~&,~·i::~~{cP~ce&hn> to Eastern Kentuckey, 85-54, at 
for two quarters. Eastern scored Mike Conaton. Indianapolis. Ind. Hazard, Ky. MANY TH4NKSGIVING appetites were slightly modified in 
the Xavier locker room after the Toledo game. A spirited Xavier 
fan baked a 30 pound, three layer cake for the undefeated Muske-
teers. The 2' x 3' cake was ·temptingly decorated with the center 
decorations reading: XAVIER 26- UC 0. It was short lived. 
final J M (Cathedral) two quick field goals in the . oyous te1• Dick DeCorps, canton, 0., (Central Last year the Hoosiers, coached 
minute of the second quarter to Ji~a~~~~~y. Chicago, m. (St. Euzabethl -by Bob Harvey, won 15 of 23 
grab a meager 37-27 halftime F• J c t t Jim Dunne, Chicago. m. (Gage Pa:k) games · ma On es Jack Fitzwilliams, St. Louis, Mo. (St. • edge Lollis) x · ·11 b · f "ts 
· Lenny Frey, cincinnati (Elder) av1er Wl e gunnmg or I 
• • • • • Smith High For X By Paul Cain Dick Grace, Chicago, Jll. (Weber) first win of the season. :rp seek-
With Xavier. hitting only 10 of "It's the greatest bunch of boys Hc~:;:'1ilf,"{t.';,f,'1r~J~p~U •• <t;d~vierl ing the win, Coach Ned Wulk will OUR FAREWELL bid to football ushers in a hearty.welcome 
to Coach Ned Wulk and his basketball team. Xavier would have to 50 . attempts m the ftna~ two I've ever coached. They all dis- Bo<;·~=~•. Cincinnati <Purcell) probably have Captain Middy 
b k b 11 h th N d periods and Eastern making 47 ciplined themselves·,· all I had to Bob Lichtenberg. Lockland. o. (Lockland) Smith at center, Huck Budde and go quite some distance to collar a better as et a coac an e h Newile!:,•_ughr,an. Pittsburgh, Pa. (St. Matt DuBoor at forwards and 
Wulk. BUT, as we all know, (especially Ned) "experience is the percent of their shots, t e lO do was coach." These were the ·-!ins 
best teacher." That's the only cour5e that our basketball team has point le~d was soon .lengthened.. words of a beaming Ed Kluska as ~:;:: ~~~i%.c:;,',':~f;'fEt1~e~r"rcell) Bob Heinl and Tom Simms at 
d" l f l • Captain Gene Snnth paced his the usually gri·m Muski"e coacli Don Metz. Cincinnati !Elder> guards. a "D" in currently. Several "little use p ayers rom ast. years JI N. h Cin inn ti (Pureem 
Muskie mates with 19 tallies and and hi"s team celebrated thei·r 32_,, Be~ Ny10e. "cll05iumb~s. J. (Aquinas) During the past week, Coach team have shown considerable improvement. Perfection, however, u 
. •te distanc v1"cto~ over Toledo which ended Bill Pettit. Dayton, Ky.K(Daytonl Wulk has been drilling his boys 
bee'1 partially blocked by End down had failed on the UC 26~ 
Frank Fellerhoff. · On the next Finnell's five successive trips with 
play Quarterback George Gilmar- the ball moved it to the five and 
tin pitched 15 yards to Dowd who set the stag'e for another Mussio 
lateraled to Finnell who covered touchdown. Poynter converted to 
the remaining 15 yards into the make the final score 26-0 . 
CONGRATULATIONS 
XAVIER 
May your victorious football season be in· 
dicative of all your future undertakinqs ••• 
Mahley & Carew 
JS qui some e away. x ., Jim Theiss. Newport. y. (Public) . 
. . . . . Undefeated .L u the . first undefe~ted season in ~.::..~~:.\'· Bellaire, o. !St. John) ~n t~7 fast db~eak, t~ffen~1ve re-
THE GAME against Eastern Kentucky last Monday was a Xavier football history. ~D~ic~k~La2. ~w~le=r:.:· c~o~l~um~b~u~s::_. ~o:_. !:(A~q~uin~a~s)~~~o~u~n~i~ng~:an~~r~e=e~~r~ow~~.:_· --~~=========================:::! 
typical "first game." From where we sat, one of the biggest pitfalls Grid Team Sets Credits Team 
was that the team was not functioning as a unit. Too many shots Kluska went on to stress that 
were forced and, as in.most early games, the offensive rebounding E• ht R d the unprecedented success of the 
was almost nil. As a result, Xavier got only one shot at the basket ig ecor S Musketeers was d~e entirely to 
on 60% of the attempts. _ Eight records were set by the the tea~ . and ~!aimed none of 
f:ertain individuals, \espeeially Captain Middy Smith, looked 1951 Xavier football team, the the cr:edit. for hi~s~Jf. Howe~er, 
pod. One thing that everyone excelled in was spirit. With only five first undefeated gridiron aggrega- Captain. Tito Carmc1 h~~ nothing 
seconds in the ballgame, and trailing by 31 points, the Xavier players t" . X . h" t but praIBe for the sm1lmg foot-
,,_ just h rd th did h l .... ,_ b ' t ion m avier is ory. b ll f d dd d "It' 
were ushting as a as ey w en e ........ g Y one poin Besides being the first team to a pro essor an a e , ~ a 
in the first quarter. This is more important than their shortcomings. go through a complete schedule se~on, almost ~oo great to im-
Where Ned can drill on the concrete factors, the abstract element of without a defeat, although the a~me, and_ beatmg UC ~as the 
spirit has to be fostered by the players. Thllf really have spirit. Musketeers were tied by Camp biggest thrill of th~ unbelievable, 
As Coach Wulk said, "Middy was great. He's going to make a L . , M · 7 7 S t undefeated record. d f X . , b t t . ,, eieune s armes - on ep . B b F" 11 d G G"J fine leader an one o avier s es cap ams. 29, this year's team increased o. ,mne ~ ~orge i -
Showing immense strides of improvement is lanky Bob ''Trebs" Xavier's winning percentage over martin ~ere do~ng ~ little extra 
Dickman. The more playing time the 6'6" center gets, the better tlie past three seasons. The Mus- celebratmg, h~vmg JUSt hung up 
and rougher he'll be. ''He improved a lot in the last weeks," Wulk keteers, under Coach Ed Klusk'1, two new Xavier records. B~th of 
says. have won 27, lost two and tied the~ gave most of the c~ed1t for 
• • • • • ·n 1948 their performances to their team-one s1 ce . mates. EASTERN IS a good, experienced team. Aiding them in their Team Sets Three 
game with Xavier was the fact that they had just finished four As a team, the Musketeers set "Kluska Is Greatest" 
weeks of practice and scrimmages with the Rochester Royals of the records in three departments. The John Bacci and Tom Mussio 
professional league. In 15 scrimmages, the Maroons hit the hoops 550 yards they allowed their op- singled out the Musketeers' spirit 
for an amazing 49% average. ponents in rushing and the 990 as the thing that inlpressed them 
SCOUTING XAVIER at the Hazard, Ky. tilt was Adolph Rupp's yards they allowed passing. are most in their four years of foot-
man Friday, Barry l.ancaster. Be left the game with more data on new figures. Also the total of 154 ball at X. Some more of the 
Gene Smith than Middle knows about himself. Kentucky meets yards per game of offense for the seniors' comments were as fol-
Xavier at the Cincinnati. Gardens on Dee. 10th.' ten foes is a defensive record. lows: 
• • • • • Individually, halfback Bob Fin- Ken Robinson-"! wish ~ could 
HAZARD'S MEMORIAL Gynmasium is a new modern $400,000. nell quarterback George Gilmar- play three more seasons like the 
structure. In line with the modernized world, the operators have tin ~d placekicker Jim Poynter last three." . . 
done away with the out-dated players' bench. Do they sit on the. established new marks as Muske- Fran~. Donanico _and Jackie 
floor? No sir. Each player is furnished with a gayly ·decqrated teers. . . Hahn- Ed, Kluska is t~e great-
beach chair. Some class, eh. Finnell, who played both half- est coach Ive ;ver 1?,et. 
Before the game started, the public address announcer voiced, back posts and fullback in the Jack Geardmg- The whole 
"Smoking in the outer lobby and at th'e press table only. Please, no variable T-formation scored the season was wonderful." 
· · " most touchdowns ( 119) and the The rest of the 16 seniors, Jack gambling m the gymnasium. 
• • • • • most points (114) in Xavier his- Hoffman, Dick Fennell, Jim_ Aus-
BASKETBALLERS HUCK Budde and Tom Simms apparently tory for one season. The 1,021 denmoore, John Curl, Bill Rallkin, 
read too much about the so-called gun totin' Kentuckians. Both were yards he picked up rushing is Johnny Saban and Bernie Roek-
armed with a silver plated cap pistol during their atay at the Grand also a new figure. Finnell scored ers echoed their sentiments. 
Hotel. Budde, however, made it legal by purchasing an official 33 TDs in 30 games in three sea-
junior police chief badge. sons, 
• • • • • Poynter Eclipses Keefe 
Quantico Marines 
On Xavier's All-P. s. AS FAR as the student body is concemed, Xavier's cage Gilmartin, first string signal-
season opens this Saturday against Franklin College. Let's fill the caller the past two campaign~. 0 S d 
fieldhouse ! ! ! threw more touchdown passes .
1
. pponents qua 
(12) and collected more yards Center Ed Sharkey and his 
X_ avier JV Cagers IM Championship on his passes (1,020) than any 1· Quantico Marine teammates were 
previous Musketeer. selected by the Musketeers as To Meet Blue Ash At Stake·, Wulk. The 31 extra points. kicked by1Xavier's outstanding opponents in 
Jim Poynter are the most ever J the annual all - opponents team Jn Season Openei• To' Hold Meeting' kicked by'a Musketeer. This tops'poll conducted by the xu News. 
In a preliminary contest to the Marion Hall 3 will meet Elet 
Xavier-Franklin game Saturday, 3B in the finals of the Intramural 
Xavier Coach Bill Hoffer's JV's Football Tourney»Friday, accord-
the 27 conversions of Gerry Keefe The Leathernecks were named 
in each of the 1949 and 1950 sea- the Best Team Played while 
sons. Sharkey was voted the Best In-
will meet Blue Ash at 7:00 p.m. in ing to Ned Wulk, intramural di- XU 
the Xavier Fieldhouse. rector. 12 
1951 RESULTS dividual Met. The Marines and 
Quantico Marines 
St. Bonaventure 
Camp Lejeune 
Miami (Oxford) 
Youngstown 
Louisville 
Dayton 
John Carroll 
Cincinnati 
Toledo 
Opps. , the Miami Redskins each placed 
7 · three men on the squad. 
61 The Muskies' selections were: 
7 · Jim Rush-Miami E 
14 Dick Jarvis-Cincinnati E 
0 Frank Letteri-Lejeune T 
6 Jim Raiff-Dayton T 
0 Lou Cannarozzi-Dayton G 
0 Weldon Humble-Quantico G 
0 Ed Sharkey-Quantico C 
6 Johnny Pont-Miami B 
Tom Pagna-Miami B 
Hoffer has not decided on his Director Wulk explained that 40 
starting lineup but lists seven the game is being played because 7 
candidates as the probable start- an earlier 17-14 decision won by 32 
ers. They include: Bob Larkin of the Elet team was protested by 43 
Loo Goo T e e, Indiana, Fred Marion. 47 
O'Brien from Huntingberg, In- Also on Friday at 1:30 p.m,, ·20 
diana, Charlie Hofmann from Wulk will hold a meeting with 41 
Roger Bacon, Jerry Tokars of the team representatives concern- 26 
Christiana, Illinois, George Ben·y ing the formation of the Intra- 32 
of Nashville, Tennessee, Tom mural Basketball league. The 
Mitchell from Elder and Bill Mc- meeting will be held in the field- 305 46 Dom Del Bene-Cincinnati B 
Devitt from St. Xavier. house. Won nine, lost none, tied one. I Bill Dawkins-Quantico B 
Be Happy- GO 
L.S./M.F.T.-
lucky Strike 
Means Fine Tobacco 
W£KIES 
TASTE BETfERl 
It takes fine tobacco to give you a better~ 
tasting cigarette. And Lucky Strike 
means fine tobacco. But it takes some-
thing else, too-superior workmanship; 
You get fine, light, mild, good-tasting 
tobacco .!ii the' better-made cigarette. 
That's why Luckies taste better. So, Be 
Happy-Go Lucky! Get a carton today! 
STUDE•TSI 
Let's go! We want your jingles! We're 
ready and willing and eager to pay 
you $25 for every jingle we use. Send 
as many jingles as you like to Happy-
Go-Lucky, P. 0. Box 67, New York 
46, N. Y. 
co••·· THI aM&fllJCAM TO•Aeco CONPAN'f 
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DOWN FRONT 
By Herc Ruether 
'We X'ed U' Dance Baked Tile Unpointed Bricks 
For XU Students D N s ' . xu· 'E . ' To Be Held Friday o ot tymie . . ngineers 
"We X'ed U" Dance will be By Bob Fatspatrick 
given for Xavier students on Fri- Xavier's ,g_orps of "roof-repairers and "balistrade-refinish-
day, Nov. 30, from 8 to 12 p.m. at ers0 are currently employing their skills on top of Hinkle 
St. Elibabeth Hall in Norw?od. Hall. '!'his project is easily seen by passerbys in the form of 
The d~nce, ~or students o,ver eigh- crossed timbers. supporting the artisans' scaffold. • 
teen, 1s being sponsored by the · 'd h 
st. Elizabeth Senior Sodality, and The r?~f of th.e Jem~ res1 ence serves as a summer pore 
is fo be the first in a series of and was originally tile. Twice the 
With the ending of the football season, ·the band's ex- monthly dances. sun baked the tile and it had to ~e 
terior activities cease to a great extent for the most of us. Girls from OLC~ Mount St. replaced. Determined to halt this 
As far as we can see, the band does little till next football Joseph and the Xavier Evening tile baking'. the ~orps covered the 
season-at least nothing so spectacular or important as pep- College will be in attendance, as top extremity with a slab of con-
the corps resigns itself to the 
fact that there is no other weather 
to be had in Sinusati. 
p ing up a football game. well as working girls from the ~rbete.thNever ~ntesdtothdo ab~alkfw.ay The Thomes A. Gallagher's are 
C ·1 n· various parishes around Xavier. JO ' ey pom e e ric m- the only father and·son combina-So before they are almost com- OllUCI ISCUSSeS Admission is 75 cents. Charley side of the balistrade (look it up) tion in Xavier's history ever to 
pletely forgotten, except . for the R 1 · ng On Dances Lohmueller's orchestra will pro- an~ then decided to point up the place in the Intercollegiate Latin 
hoop contests and a possible pa- U I 8 vide the music and free refresh- bricks of the towers. Essay Contest. Thomas A. Gal-
rade, a happy birthday and. a The question of Student Coun- ments will be' served. The hall, This last "touch of the brush" is '1agher, Sr. placed sixth in 1916, 
thank you for excellent music, cil's share of the profits from at Carter and Courtland avenues temporarily halted due to Cin- while Thomas A. Gallagher, J;,-. 
marching and substitute cheer- off-campus dances was discussed in Norwood is within walking cinnati's recent siege of pervers.e placed eighth, first and second 
leading-. at the Council meeting . Monday distance of Xavier. weather. Work will resume when respectively in 1949, '50 and '51. 
Preparation for their game per- in Room 10. The constitu~1on rules 
formances is something that few that the Student Council gets 75 
know or think about. Besides per cent of the profits of off-cam-
'i>ractice and rehearsal there is pus dances that are ol?en to the 
the problem of creating an ap- student body. Immediately the 
propriate show for each game, question came up of whether the 
diagramming and plotting of ma- Chicago Club's dance of. Nov. 17 
neuvers, and the copying of the was an open da.nce. Smee the 
music. All of this takes time and dance was advertised around the 
patience, and the results deserve campus, the council decided that 
for those who take the time an I it was an open dance. However, 
appreciation that this writer and ·so there will be no misu.nder-
most of the students can't prop- I standing in the future, letters are 
erly express to each of the band being. sent to each club asking 
members, be he director, player, them to have a representative at 
drum-major, or what have you. the Student Council wheneve),' 
From all at Xavier to the band their club plans a dance. This 
thank you, happy birthday and v-:n~ ai~ the judicial .board in de-
keep up the good work. cidmg if the dance 1s to be con-
• ,.. ,.. l sidered "open." 
. The senior officers, Jim Bulger, 
Two. on~. naght per.forman.ees Jack Gallagher, 'Tom Smith, and 
wm hit Cincinnati this commg- Tom Tully, were appointed as 
Sunday and Monday. Both are i committeemen for the Student 
distinpished by their cause for Council's dance to be held Jan. 
~ppearanc~ here and by the qual· 12. This dance will probably be dy of their art. h ld ff pu e o cam s. 
The mirth of Vienna, Christmas Although no definite plans were 
songs of America, Spain and Ger- made there will be pep rallies 
many, and folk music of Europe for the basketball games this 
will be presented by the Trapp year. 
Family Singers at 8:15 p.m. in 
Taft Auditorium on Dec. 2 for the • benefi~ of St. ~eo~ge Hospital. Beyond X- Horizon 
Those interested m tickets Call RE (Continued from Page 2) 
0020 or stop in The News office. most of the distress can be traced 
Under the auspices of the Apos- 1 directly to the errors of the adults. 
tolate of the Negro and for the The courts have made divorce 
benefit of De Porres High School, I convenient, so the elemental cor-
the Xavier University Concert nerstone of education, the home, 
Choir of New Orleans will sing has been often destroyed. The leg-
in Emery Auditorium on Dec .. 3. ! islators have built a wall between 
This Negro gl'oup, on its second l the classroom and God. Secular 
annual visit to Cincinnati, will philosophy is popular in our halls 
present a program of spirituals, of higher learning, which has 
classics and semi-classics. made morals a meaningless and 
* * * oft-abused word. With this back-
Xaverite Bob Arbaugh, who is ground offered by the elders, it 
studying at the College of Music, is strange that they choose to be-
will speak on "Tschaikowsky" at come the critics of what is right 
the 1 p.m. recorded session this and wrong with the young." 
Saturday, Dec. 1. Bob bas a spe- . "' • • 
cJal interest in this composer and On the lighter side however, 
a strong musical background. we rather doubt that the unlucky 
Naturally, he will use music to 37% who flubbed the dub on the 
clarify his remarks. College Deferment Test last spring 
• • • 
In order to impress some peo-
ple a thing has to be repeated 
and repeated. In some cases even 
after constant repetition, the ef-
fort is wasted. I hope that will 
not be the case with my ad-
monitions to all to see the Mas-
que Society's production of "Ot-
hello" on Dec. 7, 8, 9. 
There are motivations galore 
for seeing it-school spirit, lnte,. 
est in drama, help pass Shake· 
speare and it's free. And now l 
there ls a chance to get ftve 
buck's for writing a critical es- · 
say on "Othello" as interpreted 
by Vietor Dial and bis charges. 
To whomever writes the win· 
ning essay, I gladly turn over an 
issue of Down Front space. If he / 
needs more, he shall have it. I 
ALL YOUR LAUNDRY 
at 
THE SHIRT LAUNDRY 
1818 Mont1omer1 Road 
could 10 to the draft boards and 
claim deferment of the basis that 
their distress can be traced dl· 
reetly to the errors of the adults. 
• • • 
The Mortician's Coliege is think-
ing of publishing a weekly on the 
order of "Life." They're going to 
call it "Death." ' .,..._ ____________________ ..,. 
Raincoats 
Umbrellas 
Rubbers 
Galoshes 
for men, women 
and children. 
Campus Interviews .on Cigarette Tests 
No.26 
THE ROOSTI' 
Y.u have to get np early in the morning to 
put one over on this cock-of-the-walk! When it 
came to making "quick-trick" experiments of 
cigarette mildness, he stated ftatly, "That's strictly 
~ _,,--
for clucks"! How 'ya going to keep 'em down 
on the farm-when they know there's one 
convincing way to prove cigarette mildness! 
lt.'1 the 1ensible test, • .• the 30-day Camel 
Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try 
Camels as a steady smoke-on a day after day 
basis. No snap judgments. Once you've enjoyed 
Camels for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for 
Throat, T for Taste), you'll see ~hy ••• 
After all the Mildness Te1t1 ••• 
Some rJ 
the crowing 
i~ off key! ( 
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Rambling Through 
Evening College 
By Joe Sanker 
203 Pints 01 Blo?d New EC Boosters Initiated 
Pledged By Xavier . . . . . . . . . 
A total of 203 pints of blood The yearly i~1ttation, break-, tails will be forthcoming m the 
were d 0 n ate d during the fast and reception for the new News. . 
visit of the Red Cross Bloodmo- Booster Club members was held Several o~ the committees ha.ve 
bile unit to the Xavier cam us on Nov. 18, on the Xavier Uni- been orgamz~d. and the c~a1r-
. . P versity campus. The day started man of the different committees 
this Thursday, it was announced with Mass in St. Joseph Chapel who are planning for the Christ by Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, chair- . t -
man of the English department in Elet Hall, followed by break- mas pa:ty are Misses Ruh Wood, 
and director of the bloodmobile fast in the student cafeteria. Af- decorations; Rosemary M.ueller, 
ter the breakfast the members refreshments; R u th Spmnen-
all assembled in the downstairs weber, publicity ;Yvonne Gand-
cafeteria for the general meeting _ert, entertainment, and Mr. Jim 
arrangements. 
One hundred and eighty-four 
students. and nineteen faculty 
members gave blood in the 
drive which the Cincinnati Reg-
ional Defense Center termed a 
and formal initiation. Siciliano, orchestra. 
--------------------------- great success. Xavier was the first 
The new members received into 
the Booster's 'were Mary Weil, 
Joyce Stoeckel, Katherine Kra-
mer, June Gartner, Jean Scheper, 
Ruth Stumpf, Connie Besmudez, 
Kathleen McClorey, Ch a r 1 es 
Kronner, M a r y Riehle, Betty 
Donnellon, Ruth Spinnenweber, 
Mary Rabbitt, Alice Bessler, Do-
lores Vonderhaar, Nancy Carroll, 
Virginia Nushaben, Audrey Nus-
haben, Jean Wulf, Rosemary Hei-
necke, Marilyn Thoeng, Jean 
Thoeng, M a r y Ellen Pahren, 
Marilyn Schneider and Loretta 
EC Grad Now Hostess 
Miss Doris Grevey, a former 
Evening College student a n d 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs: Gilbert 
Grevey, 436 Dick Ave., graduated 
from Eastern Airline Stewardess 
School, Miami Springs, Fla., on 
Sept. 7. 
A bit of retrospection, if you'll pardon me, and a few well-
deserved laudatory remarks. Who said that there isn't any 
school spirit among the Evening Division co-eds? Any 
doubting Thomas who took such a stand would have had his 
idea abruptly dispelled if he had gone out to Nippert Stadium 
only people in sight were the tar-
paulin-removers, then hard :it 
work. They add, and proudly, 
that they were first in line and 
before long had many followers. 
Such pluck as this be displayed 
only by members of the weaker 
sex. _ 
on Saturday, Nov. 17 at 10 a.m. 
There mirabile dictu, he would 
have beheld no less than two of 
our co-eds warming the pave-
ment in front of the "standing 
room only" window at this early 
morning hour. Comprising. the 
advanced gu~d were Dorothy 
Rolfes and Rosemary Mueller. Just a reminder of the football 
The veterans relate that when party. Next Wednesday is the 
they arrived at the stadium all time. Further details elsewhere 
the seats were empty, and the in the News. 
All Guidance Center Facilities 
Available To-XUEC Students 
... By Marilyn Schneider 
"More than 200 students of Xavier, comprising ·students 
of both the day and evening divisions, have been tested and 
interviewed by the P.lacement and Guidance Service," Dr. 
Ignatius A. Hamel, placement officer, recently told The 
News. Dr. Hamel stated that of all those who have been 
placed in various occupations by 
the service there has been "not Children Invited 
one complaint of dissatisfaction." 
The service, which is available To EC Yule Party 
to every student of the XUEC, Youngsters from the kinder-
provides just as many opportuni- garten -through the third grade of 
ties for the evening student as for Holy Trinity Parish will be guests 
those of the day division. Proof of of the Evening College when they 
this is shown by the large num- attend a Christmas party on 
her of evening students who have Thursday afternoon Dec. 20. As 
·taken advantage of the service. in previous years, the negro 
The fee is .$15. The equivalent of children will spend a few well-
the service in downtowi_i concerns planned hours in the holiday 
costs from $75 on up. . spirit. One committee member re-
Inaugurated last year, the ser- marked that for inany this may 
vice assists the student to know prove to be the only Yuletide 
hi~self. It aids him in learning celebration. 
his abilities, aptitude~ and in- Students of the Evening Col-
tere_sts through a series of ·tests lege are asked to back this pro-
and interviews. The results of gram by t h e i r contributions 
the ·tests and interviews together which will be used to· provide 
with a knowledge of the individ- stuffed stockings, ice-cream, cake 
ual's background and training en- and candy for the children. 
ables the counsellor to point out 
the occupational area or field of 
concentrated study in which the EC Plans Pigskin Party 
individual will be best suited. Evening College students will 
The student is •then assisted in stage a football party on Wednes .. 
finding employment in accord- day, Dec. 5, at 9: 15 p.m., at which 
ance wfth his training and in- pictures of the Xavier-UC game 
te~ests. A brochure explaining the will be shown. The party, which 
details of the service is being gives the students both day and 
published under the auspices of night, who were unable to atteml 
the Public Relations Office at the game a chance to see its 
Xavier. highspots, will be beki on the 
school in the Cincinnati area to 
invite the Red Cross unit to its 
campus, and the total of 203 was 
53 over the quota. 
Plans are currently underway 
for another visit by the Blood-
mobile sometime in the spring, 
Dr. Wheeler reported. By next 
year it is hoped that the blood-
mobile's visits will be quarterly 
affairs. 
Grad Wounded In Korea Habig. 
As Stewardess with the East-
ern Airlines Miss Grevey's career 
will take her to the major cities 
of New York, Chicago, Miami, 
New Orleans, Huston, Washing-
ton D. C., Philadelphia, Cleveland 
and overseas to Puerto Rico. 
Cpl. James Mason, a 1950 g·rad- Most of the business meeting -~~!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:I 
uate of Xavier, received a hand which followed was devoted to the The Drur Store closest to 
wound in Korea, it was learned planning of the Christmas party Xavier Univenlt7 
last week. When at Xavier Mason for the student body and their 
was a star first-baseman for the friends. The annual Christmas The Abe Barimring 
Muskie baseball nine for two party will be held on Dec. 16 in Pharmacy 
years. He graduated from Pur- the school auditorium of the EVANSTON 
c.ell High school in 1946 and i.D~o~w~n~t~o~w~n~C~o~l~le~g~e~. ~F~u~r~t~her~d~e~-~~;;;;=========;; played on Purcell's football, bas- ; 
ketball and baseball teams. 
· Mason has been in the Army for 
almost a year. He was with a 
light machine gun outfit in the 
38th Inf~ntry Regiment of the 
2nd Division. 
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Trcivel Comfort. 
PLUS 
SAFRY AND SAVINGS 
WHiN YOU 
Go By Train 
ON YOUR HOLIDAY TRIP 
J. Paul Sheedy*. Switched lo Wildrool C1·eam-Oil 
Because lie Flunked The Finger-Nail Test 
Dr. Hamel J,lrged those inter- fourth ftoor of the Downtown Col- r,!!!l:===========~ 
ested ·to contact the office on the lege .. Jn connection with the mov-
Evanston campus For those em- ie there will be a victory party 
ployed, the office is open on Sat.;, and dance immediately following. 
urday mornings from 9-12 Admission to the party is free. 
For 
GOOD TASTE 
GOOD HEALTH 
MILK 
~&.-. An Independent Slnee llU 
IT'S MOii PUNI Plan your holi-
day homecoming by train with 
a group of friends. Enjoy real 
comfort • , , wonderful dining 
car meals , •. room to roam 
. around and relax. 
YOU CAN DIPIND on getting 
home as planned-and getting 
back after vacation as well. 
Day in day out the railroads 
offer you worry-free travel. 
SAVI MONIYI Get together 25 
or more, all heading home in 
the same direction at the same 
time. You may return indi-
vidually. Then go GROUP 
COACH PLAN, and each save 
up to 45% compared to one-
way coach tickets! 
Ask ,.., Llc•l l•llr ... A•lf New 
...... ,..,., ••• ,., .... ,,., ..... ! 
EASTERN RAILROADS 
WHINIYH INllDY gave a gal the glad ham she turned up 
her snoot. Poor Paul took pen and oink and wrote a litter 
home: "I'm scy·mied. All the gals think I'm a boar. To get 
a date is a pig's feat!" His mother wrote back: "Even a dull· 
Jard like you should know enough to borrow his room· 
mate's Wildroot Cream-Oil! It's non·alcoholic. Contains 
soothing Lanolin. Removes loose, ugly dandruff. Helps you 
pass the Finger-Nail Test. Makes your hair look neat and 
well-groomed." That was che pig·me-up Sheedy needed. 
Now he's imp.:>rkant •.• hogs and kisses all the girls. Better 
uy Wildroot Cream·Oil yourself. Get it at your favorite 
drug or toilet goods counter-and ask for professional 
applicacions at your barber chop! 
* ofl 3 l So. Harris Hill Rd., Willianm•ille, N. Y. 
\Vildroot Company, I11c., Bufialo 11, N. Y. 
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Ausde11moore T11r11s Tale11ts From Football I 20 X Seniors, 10 
/"Wlio's Wlio In 
Juniors 
Ame1·ican 
Listed· In 
Colleges" 1To B11siness Ma11ageme11t Of Masque's Othello ~fen Selected On Basis 
IX Guard Claims Sports 
Aicl To Higher Grades 
The end of the football sea-
Of Scholarship, Activity 
Twenty seniors and ten juniors 
have been selected from Xavier 
University for recognition in the 
1951-52 edition of "Who's Who 
Among Students In American 
Universities And Colleges," it was 
announced by H. Pettus Randall, 
the editor of the publication. 
~fl/ 
MILDNESS 
~ 
and extracurricular activities and 
their future usefulness ito the 
academic and business worlds. 
Deaclline 
Jan. 7 
Contest 
For Essays 
Students are reminded that the 
deadline for submitting entries 
for the Midwest Jesuit Intercol-
legiate English Contest is Janu-
ary 7, 1952. This year's subject is 
a book review on one of the fol-
lowing French novels: Leon 
Eloy's The Woman Who Was 
Po01·; Georges Bernanos's Diary 
of ct Country P1'iest, Under the 
Sun of Satan, or Joy and Francois 
Mauriac's Viper's Tan g·le or 
Woman of the Pharisees. The 
criticism should be typewritten 
and limited to 1500 words. 
The chemistry laboratories of 
Science Hall and N orlh Hall oc-
cupy approximately 20,000 squai·e 
feet of floor space. 
For Sale - man's tuxedo, about 
size 38, excellent condition: 
$10.00. Can be seen Monday 
afternoon from 2-4 in the News 
office of the Union Builcling. 
NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE* 
·*From the Report of a Well-Known Reaearch Organization 
••• AND ONLY CHESTERFIELD HAS 111 
-;.) 
